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Abstract. Image forensics has been focusing on low-level visual fea-
tures, paying little attention to high-level semantic information of the
image. In this work, we propose the framework for image forgery detec-
tion based on high-level semantics with three components of image un-
derstanding module, the normal rule bank(NR) holding semantic rules
that comply with our common sense, and the abnormal rule bank(AR)
holding semantic rules that don’t. Ke et al.[1] also proposed a similar
framework, but ours has following advantages. Firstly, image understand-
ing module is integrated by a dense image caption model, with no need
for human intervention and more hierarchical features. secondly, our pro-
posed framework can generate thousands of semantic rules automatically
for NR. Thirdly, besides NR, we also propose to construct AR. In this
way, not only can we frame image forgery detection as anomaly detection
with NR, but also as recognition problem with AR. The experimental
results demonstrate our framework is effective and performs better.

Keywords: image forensics, image understanding module, NR, AR,
deep learning

1 Introduction

Manipulating and editing digital images are becoming increasingly easy with
unimpeded access to advanced image processing softwares, such as Photoshop
and Gimp. The ubiquity of forged images erodes our trust in photography and
furthermore affects national security, commerce, the media and so on, which
subsequently gives rise to the emergence of the field of image forensics that aims
to help restore some trust in photography.
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dation of China (Grant No.61502496, No. 61303262, No. U1536120 and U1636201)
and the Beijing Natural Science Foundation (Grant No.4164102).
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Fig. 1. We implement the image understanding module with a dense image caption
model(bottom right).

Traditionally the problem of detecting image forgery is addressed in several
aspects. On the pixel level, analyses detect pixel correlations that are introduced
by cloning[2], re-sizing[3], or non-linear filtering [4]. Analyses w.r.t the camera
sensor can detect inconsistencies in chromatic aberrations[5], color filter array
interpolation[6], or sensor noise[7]. On the scene level, analysis can detect in-
consistencies in reflections[8], lighting [9], or shadows [10]. The above detection
approaches are mainly based on general low-level visual features such as texture,
light, color, shape, etc. Analysing the high-level semantic content of the image
can also have a crucial role in image forgery detection[1]. Because every authentic
picture is a organic whole, involving a certain degree of significance, and forgery
images forged from different pictures express a fictional content, it’s feasible to
detect image forgery by analysing the semantic content w.r.t the image such as
clothing, movements, season climate, physical environment and so on.

Although image semantics have been widely used for object detection, object
tracking, image retrieval and so on, there is little research on applying high-level
semantic information to the field of image forensics. Inspired by Johnson et
al.[11], we propose a framework of image forgery detection based on high-level
semantics, which consists of image understanding module, NR, and AR. Firstly,
semantic instances and their relationship are extracted from the real and forgery
image dataset, mapped to captions or words, and stored as rules of NR and AR
respectively, both to be used in the next step. Secondly, a test image is processed
by the image understanding module. Last, image forgery detection is completed
based on the result of image understanding module, NR, and AR.

However, we are not the first to do image forgery detection based on seman-
tics. Ke et al.[1] also proposed a similar framework consisting of three compo-
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nents including image recognition, semantic logic reasoning engine and genera-
tion of semantic rules. Compared with Ke et al.[1], our proposed framework has
following advantages. Firstly, image recognition in Ke et al. proposed framework
needs to segment foreground and background manually and extract hand-crafted
features from them before recognition, whereas image understanding module in
our proposed framework is achieved with a dense image caption model that in-
tegrates object detection, image captioning and soft spatial attention into one
single neural network using deep learning, in which the need for human inter-
vention is eliminated and features extracted are more hierarchical and sophisti-
cated. secondly, instead of generating semantic rules manually when constructing
common sense knowledge base in Ke et al. proposed framework, our proposed
framework is capable of generating thousands of semantic rules automatically
for NR. Thirdly, besides NR, similar to the common sense base in Ke et al.[1],
we also propose to construct AR. As such, not only can we frame image forgery
detection as anomaly detection with NR, but also as recognition problem with
AR. Fourthly, our proposed framework is pretty straightforward and simple due
to the integration of image understanding module.

Our paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3
introduces our proposed framework and how it works. Section 4 talks about ex-
periment results, and demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework. In section
5, conclusions are drawn.

2 Related Work

Ke et al.[1] put forward a semantic based framework consisting of three compo-
nents including image recognition, semantic logic reasoning engine and genera-
tion of semantic rules. They complete image forgery detection by first building
a common sense knowledge base, then extracting semantic information from the
testing image, and finally reaching a conclusion based on the semantic logic rea-
soning result. However, the framework sadly needs frequent human intervention
e.g. in the process of segmentation and of constructing the knowledge base.

Li et al.[15] propose a keypoint-based forgery detection method, which first
segments the test image into semantically independent patches. And for each
patch, instead of extracting visual or texture features, it only extracts locations of
keypoints to estimate the affine transform matrix in order to find the suspicious
copy-move regions. Pun et al.[15] push a step forward by proposing a scheme
that integrates both block-based and keypoint-based forgery detection methods,
but the features used are largely hand-crafted.

Recently, deep convolutional [12] and recurrent networks [13] for images have
yielded promising results in image understanding and caption. Johnson et al.[11]
introduce the dense captioning model, which takes an image as input and outputs
dozens of captions, and which is able to recognize the semantic instances along
with their relationships in an image and map such instances and relationships
into captions or words. Standing on the shoulder of giants, we adopt the dense
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Fig. 2. The structure of the image understanding module.

captioning model that integrates object detection, image captioning and soft
spatial attention into one single neural network for image understanding.

3 Framework

The framework of image forgery detection based on semantic image understand-
ing consists of three components: image understanding module, NR, and AR.
Firstly, while training the image understanding module i.e. the dense image cap-
tion model, NR is meanwhile constructed from real image dataset, and AR from
forgery image dataset. Secondly, a test image is processed by the image un-
derstanding module to map its semantic contents into captions or words. Last,
image forgery detection is completed based on the result of image understanding,
NR and AR.

3.1 image understanding module

The image understanding module is achieved with a dense image caption model,
with the goal to jointly localize regions of interest and then describe each with
natural language. Standing on the shoulder of giants, we adopt the dense caption-
ing model proposed by Johnson et al.[11] that integrates object detection, image
captioning and soft spatial attention into a single neural network. As shown in
Fig.2, the model takes an image as input and outputs dozens of captions. Firstly,
the appearance of the image is encoded by a convolutional network at a set of
uniformly sampled image locations. Secondly, a fully convolutional localization
layer is used to identify spatial regions of interest and smoothly extracts a fixed-
sized representation from each region, the output of which is later processed by a
fully-connected neural network before fed to RNN language model implemented
with LSTM units. Last, the model produces dozens of captions, each related to
a corresponding region of interest. During training the ground truth consists of
positive boxes(regions of interest) and descriptions, and binary logistic losses,
L1 loss, and cross-entropy loss are used for training. For more detail, please refer
to Johnson et al.[11].

As shown in Fig. 1, instead of using image caption model e.g. [14] that takes
an image as input and output just one caption, the dense image caption model
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Fig. 3. Forgery detection pipeline. The standardization process is left out from the
diagram.

in Johnson et al.[11] is capable of mapping an image to dozens of captions, which
can not only produce rich snippet descriptions, but also align the captions and
corresponding bounding boxes in the image, leading to better understanding of
the image than image caption model.

3.2 NR and AR

When trained, the image understanding module i.e. the dense image caption
model takes positive boxes(regions of interest in an image) as input and descrip-
tions as supervision. The dataset used to construct NR is Visual Genome(VG)
region caption dataset[15] that contains over 90k images and over 4 million snip-
pets of text, each corresponding to a region of an image. The dataset is extremely
large, but all it contains are genuine images and normal captions that comply
with our common sense; so normal captions are utilized as the semantic rules of
NR. Unlike manually adding rules to common sense knowledge base as in Ke et
al.[1], the construction of NR is completed automatically.

Next, AR is constructed when further train or fine-tune the dense image
caption model with a self-designed dataset that includes forgery images with
captions as well, and data in which are organized in the form like what’s in the
VG dataset. The self-designed dataset contains 113 photoshopped images with
bounding box coordinates and their corresponding captions, the latter of which
contrast with our common sense and are utilized as semantic rules of AR. As
later experiments would demonstrate, AR also contributes to the detection of
image forgeries.

3.3 Forgery detection

Forgery detection. After the image understanding module i.e. dense image
caption model is trained and fine-tuned, and thus both NR and AR constructed,
the process of the forgery detection is ready to begin. As Fig. 3 shows, for a test
image, it is first processed by the dense image caption model to produce dozens
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of captions, of which the top k (e.g. k=3) captions with highest confidence after
removing duplicated captions are selected and then go through the standardiza-
tion process, a process that strips all the adjectives and articles in a caption,
and restores all the remaining words to their base form using senna tool1 and
natural language tool kit(NLTK). For example, after standardization, “a dog is
on the green grass” becomes “dog be on grass”, and “a person riding a bear”
becomes “person ride bear”. The reason for standardization is that it facilitates
the later search process while reserving the vital semantic information. The k
captions after standardization later search for matches in NR and AR. Finally,
we frame image forgery detection as anomaly detection with NR, and as recog-
nition problem with AR. More specifically, considering the rules hold by NR and
AR, if at least one of k standardized captions don’t match with semantic rules
in NR or if at least one of k standardized captions match with semantic rules
in AR, the image is considered a forgery.

4 Experiments

4.1 Implementation

Semantic rules before added to NR when the dense image caption model is being
trained, also go through standardization process. Captions longer than 10 words
in VG dataset before standardization are ignored as are in Johnson et al.[11], and
so are semantic rules (after standardization) shorter than three words, because
they barely contain useful information. Of over four million snippets of captions
in the dataset, about 300k rules are extracted and standardized to constitute NR,
which is much larger than that of the common sense knowledge base manually
built in Ke et al.[1]. When NR is small, the time spent on a test image mainly
comes from the image understanding module i.e. the dense image caption model.
When NR grows large, the time complexity is approximately O(n), where n is
the number of rules in NR.

Table 1. Experiments on self-designed dataset.. “True Positive” stands for correctly
identifying a forgery, “False Alarm” misclassifying a forgery as a authentic image,
“densecap” dense image caption model, “ft” fine-tuning, and “-k” the value of k.

Method True Positive False Alarm

densecap-5 0.66 0
densecap+tf-5 0.76 0

In order to build AR, we fine-tune the model with a extra self-designed
dataset that includes forgery images with captions, and data in which are or-
ganized in the form like what’s in the VG dataset. The self-designed dataset

1 Available at http://ml.nec-labs.com/senna/
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Table 2. Experiments on public dataset.

Method detection accuracy

Ke et al.[1] 70.51%
densecap-5 65.8%
densecap+tf-1 47.0%
densecap+tf-5 77.4%
densecap+tf-10 79.6%

contains 113 photoshopped images with information of bounding box coordi-
nates and their corresponding captions, and we only draw one box in the im-
age, and correspondingly label one caption with the length no longer than 10
words(since Johnson et al.[11] discard all annotations with more than 10 words),
and replicate them five times before used for fine-tuning. Example captions from
our self-designed dataset include “a dog is in the air”, “a person riding a bear”,
etc. When the dense image caption model is fine-tuned, AR is also constructed,
containing 113 semantic rules.

The rule for an image to be considered as a forgery as mentioned in 3.3 is
that at least one of k standardized captions for the image don’t match with
semantic rules in NR or at least one of k standardized captions match with
semantic rules in AR.

4.2 Experiments on self-designed dataset

Contributions of AR. We examine our framework on a test set, which contains
50 forged images and 50 genuine images. The results are shown in table 1. It’s
worth noting that AR is constructed when the dense image caption model is
being fine-tuned. When only NR is only constructed before fine-tuning, 66% of
forged images are detected correctly, leaving the remaining 34% undetected. And
none of the genuine images is detected as a forgery, indicating no false alarm.
After AR is constructed i.e. after fine-tuning, true positive rate reaches 76%,
improving by 10%. And there is no false alarm as well. Therefore it testifies the
previous claim that AR contributes to the image forgery detection.

Importance of fine-tuning. To dig a little deeper, we show in Fig. 4 how
the dense image caption model performs on several forged images from the test
set. The dense image caption model before fine-tuned is already powerful enough
to recognise the semantic instances in an image and their relative relationships.
For example, as shown at the top of the Fig. 4, the model is able to recognise
the semantic instances like elephant, sky, and grass, and capable of mapping
their relative relationships into captions, albeit with a ignorable defect that the
model mistakes one elephant as many, which is probably due to the multiple legs
bounded by the orange box.

The dense image caption model before fine-tuned is, on one hand, able to
enhance the recognition of rarely seen semantic instances like “desert” which
the model before fine-tuned struggles to recognize. On the other hand, it also
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After Fine-tuning

Before Fine-tuning

elephants are in the sky elephant is in the grass

a cat sitting in the desert

Fig. 4. At the top, displayed in each image are the top ten boxes in color with highest
confidence, each of which corresponds to a caption. For brevity, only the key caption
are attached to the bottom of each image. At the bottom, only top five boxes are drawn
in the image and the key caption attached to the bottom of the image, both for clarity

adapts to the self-designed dataset and produces specific captions for forgery
detection more easily. For the image at the bottom of Fig. 4, the model before
fine-tuned just recognizes the desert as dirt, and fails to understand its sitting
action, whereas the model after fine-tuned recognizes the desert and action quite
well.

4.3 Experiments on public dataset

For better comparison, we also test 500 images obtained from Berkeley image
dataset [16] and Columbia Image Splicing Detection Evaluation Dataset 2 as did
in Ke et al.[1]. As table 2 shows, without fine-tuning, our framework performs
a little worse than that in Ke et al.[1](k=5). But it’s worth noting that the de-
tection accuracy Ke et al.[1] achieved is on the basis of the correct identification

2 Credits for the use of the Columbia Image Splicing Detection Evalu-
ation Dataset are given to the DVMM Laboratory of Columbia Uni-
versity, CalPhotos Digital Library and the photographers listed in
http://www.ee.columbia.edu/ln/dvmm/downloads/AuthSplicedDataSet/photographers.htm.
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of objects in the image, whereas our framework doesn’t need the basis, and di-
rectly takes an image as input. After fine-tuning and at the same time AR is
constructed, performance varies as value k increases. The following analyses are
based on the rule for an image to be considered as a forgery as mentioned in
4.1. When k=1 i.e. only the standardized caption with top confidence is consid-
ered, the low detection accuracy is because the framework tends to first extract
semantic contents complying with our common sense, thus only NR is at work.
When k equals to 10, the detection accuracy of our framework reaches 79.6%,
the best detection accuracy. But there are also many false alarms. Because the
more captions considered, the more likely there are output captions not existed
in NR(anomaly), and the more likely there are output captions existed in AR.
When k=5, our proposed framework reaches a appropriate balance of utilizing
both NR and AR, and in our experiments achieves good detection accuracy
without many false alarms.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose the framework of image forgery detection based on
high-level semantics which consists of three components including image under-
standing module, NR, and AR. A test image is first processed by the image
understanding module to produce captions, which after standardization search
for matches with semantic rules in NR and AR. And the search result constitutes
the basis for reaching a conclusion about whether it is a forgery or not. We push
the work in Ke et al.[1] forward by a moderate step. Firstly, we eliminate all the
human interventions in the process of constructing NR much like the common
sense knowledge base in Ke et al.[1], and in the process of image forgery detec-
tion. In addition, besides NR that considers semantic rules complying with our
common sense, we also propose to build AR that takes into account semantic
rules contrasting with our common sense, which, as experiments turns out, also
helps to boost detection accuracy. It’s a very important research approach to
detecting image forgery based on semantics, since it can circumvent forgeries
based on low-level features. However, the prototype framework also has limita-
tions, and is still at the research stage that needs improving in the following
aspects: a) developing more powerful dense image caption mode for the image
understanding module; b) automating the construction of self-designed dataset;
c)developing more efficient matching strategies.
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